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ABSTRACT
In the modern cloud computing environment demand for
virtualization technology has increased because of its
agility, reusability, portability, which in turn demands
for efficient and secure virtualization. Container is one
such OS Virtualization technology that provides
isolation, environmental consistency, operational
efficiency, developer productivity and version control. It
also provides lightweight and efficient virtual
environment. This paper presents an introduction to
understand the evolution of Docker container, to deploy
Docker in an application and mechanisms to reduce
security risks.
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INTRODUCTION
Virtualization has become an important part of
cloud computing as it can easily manage the
datacenters across the world. Virtualization
technology’s main purpose is to manage resource
distribution efficiently and deals with the system at
software level rather than hardware. So, the systems
resources are divided logically. Hardware
virtualization deals with hardware more efficiently
with the use of hypervisor. As there is a raise in
enterprise applications, there is a raise in virtual
machines (VMs). But a hypervisor has a limited no
of VMs to run those applications. Thus, with the
more no. of applications, server instances are used
more when compared to VMs. This lead to the
development of Linux containers (LXCs) where the
resources are used only which are required by the
application.

Linux Containers (LXCs) provide operation system
level virtualization and they have their own process
and network space. Because of the growing demand
various container based technologies have been
evolved : openVZ and Docker.

1.1 openVZ:
openVZ is a container based technology that allows
a physical server to run multiple instances of
operating system called containers or virtual private
servers (VPS). Each container has its own network
stack, file systems and process trees. It’s main
disadvantage is it can run only on linux.

1.2 Docker:
Docker , i.e. containerization maintains one host
operating system and provides a layer of software at
the top of operating system. This layer isolates
multiple applications and their required supporting
stacks of software from each other and from
operating system.

2. DOCKER OVERVIEW:
Docker is a platform used to ship, build, and run
any application anywhere and easily creates
containers which are light weight. Docker
containers are portable such that it can run almost
anywhere across development, test and production
environments without modification. Docker can
deploy more virtual environments on the same
hardware. Docker consists of Docker engine and
Docker hub.

2.1 Docker engine:
Docker engine is a portable, lightweight runtime
packaging tools used to build and deploy single or
multi- container applications. These engines can be
installed on any physical or virtual host running a
Linux OS in a private datacenter or cloud.
Containers help the developers to package large or
small amounts of code and their dependencies
together into an isolated package. All these multiple
isolated containers can run on the same host,
resulting in better usage of hardware resources.
Docker containers are built form container images
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using layered file systems. Images are managed and
distributed from registries like Docker cloud and
Docker Ttrusted Registry with teams building and
deploying applications. At runtime, the application
containers are developed, scheduled and managed
from Docker Universal Control Plane. All these
technologies were integrated on a single platform
called Docker Datacenter to support container
technology based environment for the applications.

2.1.1 Docker Engine Architechture:
Docker engine uses client server architechture. A
Docker client communicates with the Engine’s
deamon, which ships, builds, and runs the Docker
containers for an application. It is shown in the
figure as follows:

Fig 1: Docker Engine Architechture
Both the client and daemon and client can run on
the same system, but client can access Docker
engines remotely. All communications between the
client and daemon happens through RESTful API
and can be secured with TLS.

2.1.2: Docker container:
Docker uses some features of LXCs to create
Docker containers. Few of them are namespaces,
cgroups, union file system, and Docker images
which are used to implement Docker containers.
Docker uses namespace and cgroups or control
groups to create a safe virtual environment for its
containers. The cgroups accounts and limits the
resource access of a container processes. The
namespace encloses the operating system resources
into different instances. Docker uses five
namespaces for each container: mount, hostname,

inter-process communication (IPC), process
identifiers (PID), and network. This provides the
container a private view that they have their own
resources.

Docker launches it containers form Docker images.
A Docker image is a series of data layers on top of a
base image. Every Docker image starts from the
base image. When users make changes to a
container,  Docker adds an additional layer
containing the changes to the image instead of
directly writing the changes to the container.

2.2 Docker hub:
Docker hub is a registry of Docker images both
private and public through which users can share
their customized images. It also acts as a cloud
service for sharing applications and automating
workflows. Users can search for published images
and can download them through Docker client.
Docker signs and verifies the images when their
owner submits them to the hub thus providing
authenticity and integrity.

3. DOCKER SECURITY:
Containers have direct access with the host kernel
allowing the attacker to gain the control over OS
which causes a security threat. Docker container
technology provides security by creating isolation
layers between applications and between
application and the host, which protects both the
host and containers. Isolation between layers is
provided by restricting the access of deployed
applications. Security threats are possible in two
concerns: internal security of Docker containers and
Docker communication with systems of kernel.
Docker containers apply resource constraints on the
containers based on Linux  namespaces and cgroups
features.

3.1 Internal security:
Internally the security threats can be Denail-of-
Service and Privilege escalation. Thus, internal
security in the containers is  provided by creating
namespaces for each and every container. There are
specifically five namespaces created for a container.

3.1.1 PID name space:
It provides process isolation to prevent the
interference of one container with another. Here
isolation is achieved by providing PIDnamespaces
and limiting their permissions and visibility to the
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containers which separates from the host. These
PID namespaces are hierarchical, so when a process
is created in a container it can see only its and its
children resources but not the  processes created in
another container. PID namespaces also allows each
container to have its own init like process which
causes all the processes in a namespace to be
terminated if it is terminated. So any suspicious
container can be dropped easily with this init
process.

3.1.2 MNT namespace:
It provides file system isolation of the host and
containers to prevent illegitimate access and
modification of file systems. Docker uses mount
namespaces also called as filesystem namespaces to
isolate the file systems. Each container is given its
own namespace for mount directory paths which
restricts the mount events to happen only inside that
container. But some of kernel file systems cannot be
namespaced, for example, /sys, /proc/irq and
/proc/bus. To operate the containers Dockers have
to mount them which will cause a threat. Docker
addresses sthis issue by providing protection
mechanisms by removing write permission for
containers and not allowing any process to remount
that filesystem within that container.

3.1.3 UTS namespace:
It provides isolation between the host name and the
NIS domain name. it is used to isolate two specific
elements of the system that relate to the system call.
Instead of a single system _utsname containing host
name and domain etc, a process can request its copy
the uts information. The date will be copied from its
original but the changes cannot be seen by
processes which are not its children and vice versa.

3.1.4 IPC namespace:
The inter-process communication (IPC) namespace
creates a group where containers can only see and
communicate with other processes in the same IPC
namespace. The processes in an IPC namespace
cannot read or write the IPC resources in other IPC
namespaces. Thus interference of one containers in
other IPC namespaces can be restricted.

3.1.5 NET namespace:
It provides privileged access to the sockets or
interfaces of another container by providing its own
view of the network stack. This isolation is
important to prevent network based attacks like

Man-in-the-Middle and ARP spoofing. Containers
are configured in a way that it cannot manipulate
the network traffic of other containers as well as the
host’s. Each container is provided its own IP
addresses, IP routing tables, network devices etc by
the Docker.

3.2 Linux kernel security features
Modern Linux kernels have many security
mechanisms in addition to the namespaces and
cgroups. Docker can implement existing systems
like TOMOYO, AppArmor, SELinux and GRSEC
which comes with security model templates.

4. CONCLUSION
Over the past decades virtualization has shown how
important the role of Linux based containers will be
in future. This is evident from the fact that many
organizations like Amazon, Microsoft have already
adopted this technology in their cloud based
products. Container based virtualization can provide
virtual environments which can perform better than
hypervisor-based virtualization. This paper
presented how safe the containers are. Dockers
bring the benefits not only in terms of application
development and deployment speed but also in
terms of security. In summary, this paper presented
how safe the containers are and organizations can
enhance security with the use of Docker container
without adding external overhead to their
application infrastructure.
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